Infosheet COVID-19
Rehearsal Rooms
1.

SOCIAL DISTANCING:
1.1. Respect the social distancing, use the chairs and put them 1.5m away
from each other.
1.2. Respect the maximum capacity of the room (see door).
1.3. Place singers and musicians with a wind instrument at a greater
distance than other musicians (greater air displacement). 2 meters or
more is recommended.
1.4. This is an example of a good space setup for a typical pop / rock
setup:

2.

MATERIAL AND DISINFECTION:
2.1. The spaces are cleaned on a daily basis. The "High Touch" surfaces
(door handle, light switch, ...) are disinfected several times a day.
2.2. Trix disinfects the vocal system, the key of the rehearsal room and the
drum kits after every use.
2.3. Provide your own vocal microphones. If not possible, Trix provides 3
microphones per room, as usual. For vocal microphones we provide the
following "microquarantine": microphones are not used for 3 days and
disinfected on day 4 and put back into circulation.
2.4. Each musician only touches his own instruments.
2.5. General (hand) hygiene: see p. 1 and local guidelines.

3.

VENTILATION:
3.1. The door should remain closed during a rehearsal (noise) and
afterwards (anti-theft).
3.2. The rooms are ventilated via HVAC system. 100% fresh outside air is
supplied. There is also extra ventilation before and after a rehearsal. Do
not block the white grids in the wall.
3.3. There is a CO2 monitoring device in the room. CO2 value should stay
under 1200 ppm.
3.4. During long rehearsals, it is recommended to take regular breaks and to
ventilate the room by opening the doors. Please, watch your and our
equipment!
3.5. Ventilation schedule: daily, 09:00 untill 02:00.

4.

Circulation inside the room and in Trix: see markers on the ﬂoor.

5.

BREAKS: always take social distancing into account, with a strong
recommendation to take the break outdoors (garden).

6.

Sick people are not allowed to participate in a rehearsal.

7.

Initially we work with adjusted opening hours. Check the website for the latest
information.

8.

Rehearsing together is possible in amateur and (semi-) professional context.

9.

Wearing a mouth mask is mandatory in Trix. (2 exceptions: when having a
drink (seated) in the café/garden or during a “static activity” such as rehearsal
and workshops, but always keep social distancing in mind (see above).)

